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ABSTRACT

We present newHubble Space Telescope (HST) NIC3, near-infraredH-band photometry of globular clusters
(GCs) around NGC 4365 and NGC 1399 in combination with archivalHST WFPC2 and ACS optical data. We
find that NGC 4365 has a number of globular clusters with bluer optical colors than expected for their red optical–
to–near-infrared colors and an old age. The only known way to explain these colors is with a significant population
of intermediate-age (2–8 Gyr) clusters in this elliptical galaxy. On the other hand, our result for NGC 1399 is
in agreement with previous spectroscopic work that suggests that its clusters have a large metallicity spread and
are nearly all old. In the literature, there are various results from spectroscopic studies of modest samples of
NGC 4365 globular clusters. The spectroscopic data allow for either the presence or absence of a significant
population of intermediate-age clusters, given the index uncertainties indicated by comparing objects in common
between these studies and the few spectroscopic candidates with optical–to–near-IR colors indicative of inter-
mediate ages. Our new near-IR data of the NGC 4365 GC system with a much higher signal-to-noise ratio agree
well with earlier published photometry, and both give strong evidence of a significant intermediate-age component.
The agreement between the photometric and spectroscopic results for NGC 1399 and other systems lends further
confidence to this conclusion and to the effectiveness of the near-IR technique.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Globular clusters (GCs) are invaluable probes of the major
star formation episodes in the life of a galaxy because each
individual GC has a specific age and metallicity that reflects
the physical conditions at the epoch of its formation. Thus, the
observed color and spectrum are much easier to interpret than
the complex superposed populations seen in integrated light
(e.g., Ashman & Zepf 1998). Despite the simple nature of the
stellar population of a GC, determining both the age and me-
tallicity of any unresolved population requires overcoming the
well-known age-metallicity degeneracy that causes both in-
creasing age and increasing metal content to have similar effects
on optical colors and spectral features.

One way to break this age-metallicity degeneracy is to com-
bine optical and near-infrared colors, as the near-IR is mostly
sensitive to the metallicity of the giant branch while optical
colors are affected by both metallicity and age. Puzia et al.
(2002, hereafter P02) employed this technique on ground-
based, VLTK-band observations in combination with Wide
Field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) data to study two early-
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type galaxies, NGC 3115 and NGC 4365. P02 found that the
globular cluster system of NGC 4365 has a significant inter-
mediate-age (2–8 Gyr old) component, which has no counter-
part in the predominantly old NGC 3115 clusters. The discov-
ery of intermediate-age GCs in a fairly typical elliptical galaxy
such as NGC 4365 is a powerful illustration of the ability of
GCs to probe major formation episodes of galaxies. Subsequent
spectroscopy of a handful of bright GCs in these galaxies (Lar-
sen et al. 2003, hereafter L03; Kuntschner et al. 2002) and
studies of the cluster systems of several other galaxies with
both optical–to–near-IR photometry (Hempel et al. 2003) and
spectroscopy (Puzia et al. 2005) agree on the age and metallicity
distribution determined by the two techniques. However, a re-
cent spectroscopic analysis of a small sample of NGC 4365
clusters by Brodie et al. (2005, hereafter B05) suggests that
the previously photometrically and spectroscopically identified
intermediate-age GCs are instead an old population. Given the
interest in determining whether there are intermediate-age GCs
in early-type galaxies and its implications on how galaxies
form, it seems important to analyze independent data for NGC
4365.

We have obtained deepH-band images of NGC 4365 using
the NIC3 camera on board theHST in order to study the mass
function of its GCs. We present a new, entirelyHST-based
study of the cluster system of NGC 4365. We compare our
analysis to the aforementioned published studies, and a control
sample in NGC 1399 using the exact sameHST instruments,
to comment on the constraints on the age distribution of the
intermediate-metallicity GC population.

2. OBSERVATIONS

We obtained deep, dithered,H-band (F160W), Near-Infrared
Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NICMOS) NIC3 ob-
servations of 5568 s each at three positions in NGC 4365 on
2003 November 17, 2004 June 15, and 2004 June 17 for our
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Fig. 1.—The vs. plots of globular clusters in NGC 4365 and NGC 1399. Only GCs with uncertainties less than 0.1 mag in each axis are shown.g � I I � H
The lines trace age (1, 3, 5, 8, 11, and 15 Gyr from the left) and metallicity ( ,�0.7, �0.4, 0, and 0.4 dex from the bottom) contours from BC03[Fe/H] p �1.7
models. The size of the points are inversely proportional to the uncertainty as shown at the bottom right. The uncertainties are comparable to theI � H g � I

values in NGC 4365 and are much smaller than the estimates in NGC 1399. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of thisI � H I � H
figure.]

HST program GO-9878. These observations coincided with the
WF chips of archival WFPC2V (F555W, 2200 s) andI (F814W,
2300 s) images obtained on 1996 May 31. The galaxy was
observed in theg (F475W, 750 s) andz (F850LP, 1120 s) with
the Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) on 2003 June 6. NGC
1399 was imaged in theH (F160W, 384 s) with the NIC3 on
1997 December 18, theB (F450W, 5200 s) andI (F814W, 1800
s) with the WFPC2 on 1996 June 2, and theg (F475W, 760 s)
andz (F850LP, 1130 s) on 2004 September 11 with the ACS.

The NGC 4365 NIC3 observations are subpixel-dithered at
four positions. Using the drizzle algorithm (Fruchter & Hook
2002), we reconstructed high-resolution images, alleviating the
effect of the undersampled 0�.2 NIC3 pixels. Importantly, the
dithering placed the center of each GC at different locations
with respect to the center of a pixel, thus reducing the effects
of intrapixel-sensitivity variations in the NIC3 array (Xu &
Mobasher 2003). The NICMOS observations of NGC 1399
were obtained with NIC1 and NIC2 in focus. Since NIC3 does
not share a common focus with these instruments, the NIC3
images are out of focus. However, the instruments on theHST
are well studied and characterized; hence, we were able to
extract valuable information from these data. We both drizzled
the NGC 1399 NIC3 images and shifted and added them on
the original scale. The photometry determined from each image
was in excellent agreement. We chose to use the shifted images
to minimize possible uncertainties due to centering issues in
out-of-focus images. Interestingly, the out-of-focus nature of
the NGC 1399 NIC3 image mitigates intrapixel-sensitivity ef-
fects. The WFPC2 data for both galaxies were dithered by
integer pixels. The images were shifted and added to remove
cosmic rays and charge traps. After inspection, we also ana-
lyzed the drizzled, geometric distortion-corrected ACS images
of both galaxies.

Candidate GCs were identified in the WFPC2 and ACS im-
ages using the constant signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) detection
technique described in Kundu et al. (1999). The lists and the
results described below for each set are in good agreement.
We use the ACS-selected candidates due to the higher S/N and
the slightly improved ability to distinguish between GCs and
contaminating objects.

Aperture photometry was performed in each image using
zero points from theHST data handbook. Aperture corrections

from small radii were measured from our data to account for
the partially resolved GC profiles inHST images (Kundu et al.
1999). Foreground reddening corrections from Schlegel et al.
(1998) were also applied.All photometry in this Letter is re-
ported in the Vegamag system. Where applicable, we have
transformed ABMAG magnitudes to VEGAMAG using zero-
point offsets from Sirianni et al. (2005).

While a 0�.5 aperture was used for photometry in the NGC
4365 NIC3 images, the NIC3 observations of NGC 1399 did
not have a small core, and so a large 5 pixel radius (1�) aperture
was used for aperture photometry. Aperture corrections were
determined from TinyTim models (Krist 1995). Although the
NICMOS focus history indicated that the Pupil Alignment
Mechanism (PAM) position for best focus for the NGC 1399
NIC3 images should be near�13 mm, comparison of point
sources with TinyTim models revealed that a PAM position of
�10 mm provided the best fit to the data. Varying the center
of an object within a pixel and allowing PAM positions between
�5 and �16 mm changed the correction by 0.04 mag rms.
This factor was added in quadrature to the photometric
uncertainty.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the rest of this analysis, we study the GCs in the ( ,g � I
)-plane because both galaxies have been observed in theseI � H

filters with the same instruments and because this choice of
filters provides the largest baseline for both optical and infrared
colors. The conclusions of this study are unaffected by the
choice of optical and infrared color baselines selected from the
filter set available to us.

Figure 1 plots the versus colors for 70 GCs ing � I I � H
NGC 4365 and 11 GCs in NGC 1399 with photometric un-
certainties of less than 0.1 mag in each color. The least luminous
source in theg, I, and H filters plotted in Figure 1 are

, , and in NGC 436525.83� 0.07 23.40� 0.05 21.43� 0.07
and , , in NGC 1399,23.62� 0.02 21.74� 0.02 20.08� 0.10
respectively. Fiducial lines of constant metallicity and constant
age from the simple stellar population models of Bruzual &
Charlot (2003, hereafter BC03) are also plotted. It is apparent
that there is a significant excess of GCs with blue colorsg � I
for a given color in NGC 4365 as compared to NGCI � H
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Fig. 2.—Same as in Fig. 1, but with Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben (2003)
models in the upper panels and Maraston (2005) models in the lower ones.
Lines in the upper plots represent ,�0.7, �0.4, 0, and 0.4[Fe/H] p �1.7
from the bottom and 1, 3, 5, 8, 11, and 14 Gyr from the left. Lines in the
lower panels trace ,�1.35, �0.33, 0, and 0.35 dex from the[Fe/H]� 2.25
bottom and 1, 3, 5, 8, 11, and 15 Gyr from the left. [See the electronic edition
of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 3.—Cumulative fractional age distributions of the GCs in NGC 1399
and NGC 4365 from BC03 models.

Fig. 4.—Reduced plots comparing the age distributions of GCs in NGC2x
4365 and NGC 1399 with simulated cluster systems.

1399. Such colors can only be explained by the presence of
an intermediate-age population of GCs younger than≈8 Gyr.
In contrast, the GCs in NGC 1399 appear to be primarily old.

The reason for the relative paucity of GCs in NGC 1399 is
because it represents a single out-of-focus NIC3 field. Although
the lower S/N of the NGC 1399 NIC3 image causes a pref-
erential selection of red, young, and/or metal-rich GCs, most
of the metal-rich GCs in NGC 1399 appear to be older than
10 Gyr despite this bias. This suggests that the overwhelming
majority of GCs in this galaxy are old, with a handful of pos-
sible young ones. This is completely consistent with the spec-
troscopic analyses of GCs in NGC 1399 by Kissler-Patig et al.
(1998) and Forbes et al. (2001), who found that the majority
of their samples of 18 and 10 GCs, respectively, are old, with
a range of metallicities extending to roughly solar. In conso-
nance with our results, each of these studies identified two
possible/likely young GCs in their respective samples.

The color-color plot of NGC 4365 GCs provides a striking
contrast to NGC 1399 with a clear excess of GCs younger than
∼8 Gyr, consistent with the conclusions of P02 and the spec-
troscopic follow-up by L03. Figure 2 compares our data with
Anders & Fritze-v. Alvensleben (2003) and Maraston (2005)
models. While the models differ in detail due to the choice of
stellar track and calibration technique, the conclusion that NGC
4365 has a large population of intermediate-age GCs and that
NGC 1399 does not is independent of the choice of model.

3.1. Statistical Significance of the Age Distributions

The direct determination of the epochs and efficiency of the
major episodes of star formation from color-color plots are
complicated by issues like selection effects and photometric
errors. We choose instead to apply the modeling technique of
Hempel & Kissler-Patig (2004). In brief, we create input models
with two populations of clusters using Monte Carlo simulations
and stellar models. The cumulative age distribution of a range
of input models is then compared to the data to find the dis-
tribution that best fits the data.

Figure 3 plots the cumulative fraction of GCs that are older

than a given age in each of the galaxies, based on BC03 models.
This analysis is restricted to GCs with dex to[Fe/H] � �0.4
minimize the effects of incompleteness. Figure 3 shows that
the NGC 1399 GCs are older, on average, with a median age
of ≈12 Gyr as compared to≈5 Gyr for NGC 4365. Next we
fixed the age of the older population to 13 Gyr and conducted
the simulations described in Hempel & Kissler-Patig (2004)
for a two-burst model. Figure 4, which plots the reduced2x
comparing the model with the data, shows that approximately
60% of the NGC 4365 metal-rich GCs in our field of view
were formed about 4 Gyr ago. The corresponding fraction for
NGC 1399 is only about 20%, although, given the selection
biases in NGC 1399, this is likely an upper limit on the con-
straints. We note that only a handful of old, metal-poor GCs
are observed in NGC 4365. This is not surprising since the
optical color magnitude diagram (Kundu & Whitmore 2001)
suggests that GCs with colors of correspondingV � I ≈ 0.95
to the typical metal-poor peak are fainter than the other GCs
in NGC 4365, as is expected for older clusters. We shall in-
vestigate the luminosity and mass functions of NGC 4365 GCs
in a future paper.

3.2. Comparison with Previous Observations

As discussed above, the inferred age and metallicity distri-
butions of our program galaxies are in good agreement with
previous photometric and spectroscopic studies (P02; L03;
Kissler-Patig et al. 1998; Forbes et al. 2001). The recent spec-
troscopic analysis of NGC 4365 by B05, however, reaches a
different conclusion, suggesting that the intermediate-age GCs
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Fig. 5.—The vs. plots of GCs studied spectroscopically. Fiducialg � I I � H
lines trace BC03 models as in Fig. 1. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]

are actually old, intermediate-metallicity clusters. Unfortu-
nately, the B05 study has very few GCs with known near-IR
and optical colors.

Specifically, of the large sample of NGC 4365 GCs with
optical and near-IR colors, there are 12 shown in Figure 8 of
B05 as having spectroscopic data. Of these, nine have been
observed by L03, providing reasonable overlap with the pho-
tometric data. B05 observed three GCs with known near-IR
and optical colors, including two in L03. The remaining two
of the 12 are an object with a given position more than 2� from
any candidate in P02, and thus an uncertain photometric coun-
terpart, and an object with unreliable colors due to likely
cosmic-ray events in the WFPC2 image. B05 observed a total
of six objects with intermediate optical colors: the three above
with near-IR colors, and three without such colors to allow an
age estimate (see Fig. 1). A recent shallow near-IR imaging
study by Larsen et al. (2005) observed additional B05 clusters
and suggested a broad spread of GC colors consistent with P02
and this study. However, the authors express reservations about
their own calibration. Important aspects of the data presented
here are the much smaller error bars that both clearly show
that GC colors indicate an age spread and are consistent with
the shallower data sets.

In Figure 5, we plot the ( , )-colors of the sixg � I I � H
matches with the L03 data and the subset of two sources ob-
served by B05 that fall within our fields of view. We note that
most of these GCs appear to be of intermediate age with mod-
erate metallicity, in agreement with the results of L03. Given
the small overlap with the B05 observations, model uncertain-
ties, and one candidate that lies on the 8 Gyr isochrone and is
consistent with an old age, no strong conclusions can be drawn
from the B05 data. We also note that B05 found significantly
different Lick index values than L03 for the three GCs in
common between the two studies. The up to 3j difference
between the indices of these objects in the age-sensitive Balmer
lines indicates that the uncertainties in these index measure-
ments, and therefore the error in the age and metallicity con-
straints in one or both spectroscopic studies, are underesti-
mated. On the other hand, the photometric analyses of the NGC
4365 GCs agree unambiguously. Given the agreement of these
and L03 for NGC 4365, and the agreement between the NGC
1399 spectroscopic and photometric results, we believe the

preponderance of evidence points toward the presence of in-
termediate-age GCs in NGC 4365. To determine the full spatial
extent of this intermediate-age population will require deep
near-IR imaging over a wider field.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Globular clusters provide fossil records of the major star for-
mation episodes in a galaxy. Thus, constraining the ages and
metallicities of cluster subpopulations provides important insight
into the process of galaxy formation and evolution. The near-IR
and optical color photometric technique and spectroscopy mea-
sure the ages and metallicities of clusters by probing different
physical phenomena and provide independent sanity checks. We
have analyzed the cluster system in the inner regions of NGC
1399 and NGC 4365 and conclude that the metal-rich clusters
in NGC 1399 are predominantly old while many of the corre-
sponding clusters in NGC 4365 are of intermediate age. These
results are in good agreement with previous spectroscopic and
photometric studies of these galaxies and hence give us further
confidence in the photometric technique.

This research was supported by STScI grant HST-GO-
09878.01-A and NASA-LTSA grants NAG5-11319 and
NAG5-12975.
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